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Professor Michael Arthur, 
President and Provost, 
UCL, 
Gower Street, 
London WC1E 6BT 
 
4 February 2020 
 
Dear Michael, 
 
UCL Sarah Parker Remond Centre for the study of racism and racialisation 
 
I write to recommend that you name our new Centre for the study of racism and racialisation after Sarah Parker Remond. 
This recommendation has the warm and unanimous support of the UCL Buildings Naming and Renaming Committee, 
and I append below this letter the relevant documentation.  
 
The name is proposed by Professor Paul Gilroy, supported by his colleagues and Professor Sasha Roseneil. The request 
was considered at the first meeting of the UCL Buildings Naming and Renaming Committee on 28th January 2020. The 
Committee represents a broad and diverse cross-section of our university community. They considered the request 
against the criteria set out in our Naming and Renaming policy as approved by UCL Council in November 2018. In the 
application, Professor Gilroy sets out how all of these criteria are addressed and additionally outlines the consultation with 
colleagues and students that was undertaken prior to this request.  

The committee warmly endorsed the proposal, finding that it met all the relevant criteria for a new name. In particular, the 
proposed name ‘resonate[s] with the mission, values and goals of UCL” and will “enhance the brand and values of UCL 
and in particular UCL’s longstanding commitment to diversity and inclusion.” The committee were particularly pleased that 
the first proposal to be considered by the group had identified an exceptional individual to honour, whose background and 
achievements appropriately reflected our commitments to equality, diversity and inclusion.  

Following the meeting, we additionally sought the opinion of two external independent scholars, Professor Celeste-Marie 
Bernier (University of Edinburgh) and Professor Clare Midgley (Sheffield Hallam University). Their warm endorsements of 
the proposed name are attached, both noting the particular appropriateness of this name for the new centre. In addition, 
we have confirmed with the UCL archivist (and with Professor Tamar Garb who has had longer conversations with the 
archivist) the connection of the namesake with UCL. Finally, we have confirmed with Collette Lux, Executive Director of 
Communications and Marketing, that the proposed name conforms with UCL’s approach to branding.  
 
I am therefore delighted to make, on behalf of the entire committee, a strong recommendation that you approve this 
naming of our new Centre.  
 
Yours sincerely, 

 
 
Professor Geraint Rees FMedSci 
Chair, UCL Buildings Naming and Renaming Committee  
Dean of the UCL Faculty of Life Sciences 
UCL Pro-vice-Provost (AI) 
 
Cc  Clare Goudy, Chief of Staff, Office of the President and Provost 
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Subject: Re: Confiden*al: building naming at UCL
Date: Tuesday, 4 February 2020 at 11:14:25 Greenwich Mean Time
From: Midgley, Clare C
To: Rees, Geraint
CC: Goudy, Clare

Dear Professor Rees,

Thank-you for consul*ng me about the proposal to name the new Centre for the Study of Racism
and Racializa*on the 'UCL Sarah Parker Remond Centre'. 

 I think this is a wonderful idea, and wholeheartedly approve. Remond was a leading African-
American aboli*onist, feminist and campaigner against racism who made a major contribu*on to
connec*ng up these campaigns in Britain as well as the USA. 

Remond is not currently a well-known figure in Britain, but she richly deserves to gain much wider
academic and public recogni*on as an inspira*onal transna*onal ac*vist.  Naming the centre aUer
her would contribute to the current broader movements to publicly commemorate previously
neglected Black and female figures from history. Her connec*ons to the University of London,
par*cularly Bedford College and University College, and her commitment to an*-racist struggles,
make her a par*cularly appropriate choice for the name of the new Centre. Hopefully the
proposed choice of name signals that the Centre will be commiWed to an intersec*onal approach
which places at centre stage Black women's lives and experiences and the gendered dynamics of
racism and racialisa*on, and involves Black women academics and ac*vists and at the heart of its
ac*vi*es.  

Yours sincerely,
Clare Midgley

Clare Midgley
Research Professor in History, Sheffield Hallam University

Clare Midgley, Alison Twells and Julie Carlier, eds, Women in Transnational History: Connecting the Local and
the Global(Routledge, 2016) at  https://www.routledge.com/Women-in-Transnational-History-Connecting-the-
Local-and-the-Global/Midgley-Twells-Carlier/p/book/9781138905788

Jane Haggis, Clare Midgley, Margaret Allen, and Fiona Paisley, Cosmopolitan Lives on the Cusp of Empire: Interfaith, Cross-cultural
and Transnational Networks, 1860 to 1950 (Palgrave, 2017) at: https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-319-52748-2

'Beyond Empire' Australian Research Council funded collaborative project:  https://beyond-empire.com
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From: Rees, Geraint <g.rees@ucl.ac.uk>
Sent: 03 February 2020 07:37
To: c.c.midgley@shu.ac.uk <c.c.midgley@shu.ac.uk>
Cc: Goudy, Clare <c.goudy@ucl.ac.uk>
Subject: Confiden*al: building naming at UCL
 
CAUTION: This message was sent from outside the University. Please treat any links or a?achments with
care and do not follow or open them unless you are sure they are genuine.

Dear Professor Midgely,
 
My apologies for emailing you out of the blue. I chair the UCL Naming and Renaming of Buildings
commiWee, which makes recommenda*ons to our President and Provost concerning the naming and/or
renaming of buildings and spaces. As part of that considera*on, we ask outside experts to briefly
comment on proposed names of new buildings and spaces. This is part of our due diligence, and is
intended to check that the opinions of our local academic colleagues and staff are not out of keeping with
a broader perspec*ve from the sector.
 
In that regard, I would like to ask for your assistance with a proposed name for our new Centre for the
study of racism and racializa*on. Professor Paul Gilroy has proposed that it be called the UCL Sarah Parker
Remond Centre, and I aWach the relevant documenta*on. I would be grateful for your opinion on
whether this would be appropriate and in par*cular whether you feel the broader academic community
might have any relevant concerns. We do not want to trouble you unduly, and so a brief email response
would be en*rely appropriate, if possible in the next few days.
 
Thank you very much for your assistance, and please do drop me a line if you have any queries.
 
with best wishes,
 
Geraint
 
Professor Geraint Rees FMedSci
UCL Pro-Vice-Provost (AI)
Dean of the UCL Faculty of Life Sciences
EA fls.ea@ucl.ac.uk | +44-20-3108-7915
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Subject: Re: Confiden*al: building naming at UCL
Date: Monday, 3 February 2020 at 17:04:35 Greenwich Mean Time
From: BERNIER Celeste-Marie
To: Rees, Geraint
CC: Goudy, Clare

Dear Geraint,

Thank you so very much for your kind query and so I'm delighted to confirm my wholehearted and
categorical endorsement of the proposed name, UCL Sarah Parker Remond Centre. In recogni*on of
Sarah Parker Remond's world-leading importance as an inspira*onal author, ac*vist, orator, philosopher,
reformer, thinker and poli*cal campaigner Professor Paul Gilroy's proposal is absolutely breathtaking and
an absolutely perfect decision. I'm delighted to hear this wonderful news and I promise to keep it strictly
private and confiden*al. 

Warmest wishes 
Celeste      

Professor Celeste-Marie Bernier
Chair of United States and Atlan*c Studies 
My pronouns are she/her
School of Literatures, Languages and Cultures
University of Edinburgh
George Square
Edinburgh
EH8 9LH
Scotland

From: Rees, Geraint <g.rees@ucl.ac.uk>
Sent: 03 February 2020 07:37
To: BERNIER Celeste-Marie <Celeste-Marie.Bernier@ed.ac.uk>
Cc: Goudy, Clare <c.goudy@ucl.ac.uk>
Subject: Confiden*al: building naming at UCL
 
Dear Professor Bernier,
 
My apologies for emailing you out of the blue. I chair the UCL Naming and Renaming of Buildings
commi_ee, which makes recommenda*ons to our President and Provost concerning the naming and/or
renaming of buildings and spaces. As part of that considera*on, we ask outside experts to briefly
comment on proposed names of new buildings and spaces. This is part of our due diligence, and is
intended to check that the opinions of our local academic colleagues and staff are not out of keeping with
a broader perspec*ve from the sector.
 
In that regard, I would like to ask for your assistance with a proposed name for our new Centre for the
study of racism and racializa*on. Professor Paul Gilroy has proposed that it be called the UCL Sarah Parker
Remond Centre, and I a_ach the relevant documenta*on. I would be grateful for your opinion on
whether this would be appropriate and in par*cular whether you feel the broader academic community
might have any relevant concerns. We do not want to trouble you unduly, and so a brief email response
would be en*rely appropriate, if possible in the next few days.
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Thank you very much for your assistance, and please do drop me a line if you have any queries.
 
with best wishes,
 
Geraint
 
Professor Geraint Rees FMedSci
UCL Pro-Vice-Provost (AI)
Dean of the UCL Faculty of Life Sciences
EA fls.ea@ucl.ac.uk | +44-20-3108-7915
 
 
The University of Edinburgh is a charitable body, registered in Scotland, with registra*on number SC005336.
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Buildings Naming and Renaming Committee 

 
Request for naming  

 
 
Proposal 
Please set out details of the room / building / equipment or other entity that you wish to propose a name / for, 
and indicate additionally whether 
 
a) this is a naming proposal associated with a philanthropic donation 
b) you are proposing to name a building or other entity in honour of a deceased staff member or student 
 
This is not a philanthropic donation. 
I am  proposing to name the centre after a deceased former student. 
 
I propose that we name UCL’s new multi-disciplinary centre for the study of race and racism after Sarah 
Parker Remond (1826-1894). She meets the circulated criteria under which UCL honours individuals for their 
exceptional achievements, and I have no doubt that her image and example will inspire those who use the 
Centre’s facilities and contribute to its mission. 
 
Remond was a free-born African American radical, suffragist, anti-slavery activist and later, a physician. She 
moved to England in 1859 and, as a notable and effective abolitionist campaigner, was the first woman to 
lecture publicly against slavery in this country. Eventually, she settled in London’s Holland Park where she 
became active in a range of radical social movements.  
 
Remond studied languages and liberal arts at Bedford College before changing direction sharply and enrolling 
at London University College from where she graduated as a nurse in 1865. She relocated to Italy in 1866 and 
completed her training as a doctor of medicine in Florence at the Santa Maria Nuova hospital school in 1871. 
Remond married an Italian and practiced medicine in Rome for the duration of her life. 
 
Rationale 
Please present a short case for the proposed change, including evidence where possible. This should set out 
the arguments in support of the change, specifically addressing: 
 
* how the principal legacy of the namesake resonates with the mission, values and goals of UCL; 
* whether there are issues relating to the broader context and balance of existing space and building names 
across the estate (e.g. under-representation of particular groups) 
 
If you are proposing that a room / building (etc.) should be named after an individual or group of individuals, 
please provide a short biography of the individual(s) as an appendix. 
 
Naming the centre for the multidisciplinary study of racism after Sarah Parker Remond will assist in the 
process of projecting a much more “diverse” image of the history of UCL as an institution. Her life story and 
achievements certainly resonate with our current mission, values and goals. Her name and example can 
contribute to enhancing the brand and values of UCL and in particular to emphasizing UCL’s commitments to 
diversity and inclusion. �Remond’s life is a notable part of the history of three different countries. First, her 
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birthplace, second, Britain the place of her antislavery and abolitionist work, and third, Italy where she 
acquired and practiced her profession.  
 
Remond is particularly suitable for this form of commemoration because she was not only a dynamic political 
voice against racial hierarchy and gender inequality but also a woman of science and medicine. Her life reveals 
an interesting history of the ways in which the pursuit of civil and political rights and citizenship be black 
people have been connected to the acquisition of rights and recognition by women.  
 
As we seek to develop a new curriculum and a locally inflected outlook on race and racism which does more 
than merely recycle influential perspectives arising from US culture and history, it is also thought-provoking 
that Remond turned away from her New England origins in the aftermath of the American  civil war and made 
a new life in Europe as a physician. She never returned to the USA. 
 
This important gesture will assist the initiative with its own branding and recognition in several different 
locations. This choice supports UCL’s strategic vision, not only by accentuating questions of diversity and 
inclusiveness but by suggesting that political and social commitment is far from incompatible with a rewarding 
professional contribution in the fields of science and medicine.  
 
Consultation and support 
Please indicate whether and how you have consulted with the wider community and the results of that 
consultation. 
The possibility of the new centre bearing Remond’s name has already been widely circulated, canvassed and 
discussed with numerous local stakeholders and partners who have received the proposal with enthusiasm.  
The centre’s advisory board considered the matter at its initial meeting on December 6th.  
 
Academic expertise 
Please indicate scholars with whom the committee can consult on the proposal and its implications. Please 
also set out any research or scholarly work that has been undertaken to inform this proposal (attached as an 
appendix) 
 
Remond’s biography has been explored by numerous historians of the Antislavery movement. The most recent 
biography was written by the Finnish historian Sirpa Salenius and published as An Abolitionist Abroad: Sarah 
Parker Remond in Cosmopolitan Europe University of Massachusetts Press, (2016). This text is already being 
used for teaching in UCL and can be easily accessed through the e-library. 
 
Support of Faculty Dean / Director of Estates Strategy 
For proposals relating to buildings associated with a faculty or faculties, please confirm that you have the support of 
the Faculty Dean(s) 
 
For proposals relating to central estates buildings and rooms, please confirm that you have the support of the 
Director of Estates Strategy 
 
This does not apply to this particular proposal. 
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